Title word cross-reference

(2/3)n^3 [762]. (s, S) [1250]. 0 [422, 1319, 401, 414, 159]. {0, 1/2} [728]. 1
[422, 1319, 466, 142, 401, 414, 159, 143]. 2 [408]. 2^{21} - 1 [1029]. 3 [609]. * 
[1216], K [1286]. t [1286, 1090]. b [265], β [1356]. BMAP/G/1/N [1272].
GI/G/1 [750]. GI/G/c [622]. GI^X/Geom/m [485]. ∞ [1286, 53, 591, 590]. K
[790, 1071, 1117, 314, 1115, 692, 1230, 1106, 816, 1327, 1036]. k ≥ 3 [692]. m
[1327]. M(t)/M/s(t) [726]. M/DN/1 [717]. M/Ek/1 [813]. M/G/1 [579].
M/M/c [718]. M^X/G^Y/1/K + B [678]. F_2 [802]. N [1303]. O(ln n) [1328].
O(n log log n) [743]. O(n log n) [316]. p
[572, 375, 1293, 974, 924, 1255, 251, 699]. φ [816]. T [1342].


/M [1090]. /Ph [1286]. /s/c [1090].

0-1 [582, 964]. 0/1/ [53].

1 [131, 89, 289]. 1-Type [946]. 11 [498].


3/2 [1197]. 3/2-approximation [1197]. 3D [775].

8 [75].

9 [483]. 99a [483].

buy [1300]. buy-at-bulk [1300].


Constructing [1114, 752]. Construction [1086]. constructive [421].
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[1424, 1130, 1086, 464, 864, 1328, 806]. Enhancement [866, 971].
Enhancements [16, 1294]. Enhancing [707]. enough [1124, 1260].
Enriching [1391]. Enrichment [900]. Ensemble [1071]. Ensembles [752].
Enterprise [1030]. Entity [1406]. Entropy [742]. Enumeration [1276, 712].
Event [169, 67, 1394, 162, 168, 1318, 616, 11, 173, 742, 559, 930].
Event-Graph [616]. Events [244]. Evidence [197]. Evolution [517, 1004, 1070].
Evolving [516]. Exact [1216, 1415, 829, 1300, 1394, 896, 415, 1079, 528, 1249, 991, 1076, 1164, 1375, 436, 551, 1199, 236, 698, 929, 88, 1356, 1101, 798, 1003, 375, 870, 1257, 1182, 907, 599, 1012, 1047, 1294, 840, 1053]. exam [1262].
examination [778]. Example [44]. Examples [1046, 263]. Execution [559].
explorative [843]. Exploiting [1212, 212, 109, 588, 795, 412].
face [981]. Facilities [1088, 784]. Facility [308, 86, 1087, 1309, 608, 928, 1026, 1288, 606, 1052, 1311, 834, 969, 1148].
Facility-location [668]. facility-location [606]. Fact [169]. Factor [1411, 919].
Factorization [1376, 1402, 202, 576]. Factorizations [59, 1200].
Feedforward [185]. Feel [193]. Fertilization [220]. Fiber [199].
Generators [1435, 802, 1426, 290, 1432, 1433, 1434, 1029, 945, 339, 1126, 592].
Geometric [140, 1378, 123]. Ghost [277]. GI [89, 289, 413].
GI-distributed [413]. GI/PH/1 [89, 289]. Gittins [762]. given [1114].
Global [672, 887, 601, 51, 814, 1129, 527, 753, 859, 970, 738, 980].
Globalized [1285]. Globally [1420, 821, 749]. Gomory [876, 558].
Gondzio [483]. Good [346, 592]. GPU [1246].
Gradient [230, 1362, 115, 1323, 873, 1128, 959, 497]. Gradient-Based [1323].
gradients [337, 1105]. Grammar [1067]. Grammar-based [1067].
Grammars [85]. granular [555]. Graph [133, 311, 43, 85, 1137, 312, 267, 200, 88, 616, 264, 370, 1292, 1039, 991, 456, 1052, 1054, 1142, 402, 1096].
Graph-Based [43, 85]. Graph-Grammars [85]. graph-theoretical [1039].
GRASP [635, 731, 237, 408, 455, 518, 619]. Greedy [18]. Greeks [1225].
Greenberg [1340]. GRG [213, 106]. GRG2 [186]. GRG2-Based [186].
Guarantees [1398, 1188, 1076]. Guest [671, 522, 539, 596, 683, 136].
Guillotine [936, 135, 1246, 1039, 1257, 1259]. guillotine-cutting [1039].
Gunbarrel [1401].
Harmonic [230, 497]. Harris [461]. Harvey [1340]. Hashing [74].
Having [228]. HDR [1371]. HDR-Brachytherapy [1371]. Head [639].
Head-Body-Tail [639]. heavy [988]. heavy-tailed [988]. hedging [1080, 1205].
Heuristics [488, 443, 328, 1352, 255, 157, 34, 429, 62, 123, 1380, 542, 617, 801, 391, 453, 848, 1288, 373, 969, 925].
Hidden [1407]. Hierarchical [197, 1095, 90, 366, 1162]. hierarchy [1003].
High [854, 1344, 861, 881, 544, 860, 806, 1432, 1084, 1043].
High-Dimensional [881, 544, 1432, 1043]. High-Throughput [854, 861, 860]. high-volume [1084]. higher [1016, 971].
Horizon [396, 953, 1241, 567]. Horn [3]. Hose [940]. Hospital [863]. hotel
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[758]. Platform [394]. Platforms [1377]. Point
pointed [389]. Points [1334, 139, 234, 589, 911].
Polyhedron [667]. Polynomial [1424, 1270, 445].
Pools [747]. population [600]. populations [599]. portable [1432, 1433].
Portfolio [1343, 1344, 1151]. Portfolios [1049].
Portfolio [1343, 1344, 1151]. Portfolios [1049].
Potential [601, 1266]. Power [739, 286, 1143, 1401, 462, 1338, 326].
Prediction [917, 849, 1174]. Predictions [395, 1071]. predictive [1092].
Prefetching [682].
presence [1207, 716]. Preserving [912, 1342].
Preserve [329, 483, 1310].
Primes [520, 1059, 49, 497]. Privacy [918, 1342, 1013].
Privacy-Preserving [1342].
private [1251]. Prize [1324, 1164, 1339].
Prize-Collecting [1324, 1164, 1339].
Probabilistic [336, 108, 78, 1429, 399, 824, 1230, 1044].
Probabilities [178, 245, 244, 49, 89, 1272, 560]. Probability [239, 1428, 742].
Probing [235].
Problem [691, 316, 708, 1121, 1309, 1156, 731, 1066, 412, 1287, 651, 1009, 1273, 1124, 387, 1008, 1292, 782, 582, 824, 915, 941, 1246, 1035, 556, 896, 623,
Problems

Procedures

Processing

Processors

Production

Programme

Programming-Based


Routing\cite{[469]}. Row\cite{[1111, 24, 821, 977]}. Rows\cite{[1178]}. Rule\cite{[101, 1280, 653]}. Rule-Based\cite{[101, 1280, 653]}. Rules\cite{[210, 1125, 773, 1028]}. Rumor\cite{[1429]}. Rumor-Spreading\cite{[1429]}. Rut\cite{[227, 259, 409]}. Rural\cite{[135, 646, 217, 505, 308, 1358, 1349, 957, 1405, 237, 223, 34, 128, 1336, 288, 236, 62, 296, 297, 118, 1102, 817, 1287, 364, 556, 1101, 998, 1297, 848, 794, 906, 418, 420, 747, 1199, 1047, 1254, 1150, 1294, 868, 699, 1307, 784, 555, 109, 1280, 653, 281, 178]. Scoring\cite{[600, 604]}. Scoring\cite{[600, 604]}. Screening\cite{[1411, 1056, 919]}. Search\cite{[205, 201, 745, 766, 206, 1048, 425, 587, 1195, 1204, 1063, 360, 754, 328, 92, 1435, 108, 1357, 549, 720, 51, 19, 30, 274, 270, 357, 102, 863, 830, 1372, 1379, 296, 297, 812, 31, 276, 204, 309, 1422, 1057, 1323, 843, 806, 928, 935, 1008, 824, 556, 625, 623, 778, 764, 775, 459, 391, 1027, 901, 1172, 460, 1248, 638, 1175, 758, 1055, 723, 463, 794, 588, 760, 419, 436, 405, 1284, 715, 990, 1000, 711, 784, 555, 738, 1082, 507, 1176]. search-based\cite{[794]}. search-enhanced\cite{[806]}. search-space\cite{[507]}. Searching\cite{[508, 592]}. Seasonal\cite{[1337]}. Seating\cite{[1394]}. Second\cite{[892]}. Secondary\cite{[198]}. SECTION\cite{[82]}. secure\cite{[1163]}. Security\cite{[1187, 780, 1303]}. security-constrained\cite{[1303]}. Segment\cite{[143]}. Segmental\cite{[684]}. Segmentation\cite{[686]}. Seidel\cite{[75]}. Selecting\cite{[306, 819, 453, 157]}. Selection\cite{[1360, 379, 1344, 1178, 944, 642, 1223, 427, 198, 1430, 1329, 860, 1145, 749, 1069, 905, 500, 1258, 1220, 1132, 1296]}. Selective\cite{[62]}. Self\cite{[1070, 292, 697]}. self-dual\cite{[697]}. Self-organized\cite{[1070]}. Self-Organizing\cite{[292]}. Semantic\cite{[1073, 1210, 1127]}. Semantics\cite{[378, 431]}. Semantics-Based\cite{[431]}. semidefinite\cite{[821, 1145, 602, 456, 1096, 1141, 1181]}. semismooth\cite{[494]}. Sensitive
Solutions
Strategies [429, 382, 276, 602, 421, 419, 1127]. Strategy
[1369, 51, 1378, 952, 1142, 832]. stratification [600]. streams [960].
Strength [1111]. Strengthened [1268]. string [605]. Strip [936, 551, 1057].
Strip-Packing [551, 1057]. Strong [1165, 1275, 1050]. stronger [1243].
Structural [1027, 795, 1174]. Structure
[305, 608, 109, 1350, 1362, 412, 604, 1126, 1304, 1199, 903, 727, 1159].
Structured [359, 232, 11, 507, 333]. Structures
[10, 253, 101, 1016, 327, 852]. Studies [175, 1132]. Study
[205, 728, 79, 746, 1348, 278, 160, 233, 428, 1164, 1332, 639, 475, 824, 1080,
664, 742, 1006, 850, 419, 964, 793, 626]. subgradient [818]. Subject
[471, 1219]. Sublanguage [103]. Submatrix [912]. submodular
[1219, 1308]. Subnetwork [314]. Subrouting [214]. Subset
[819, 749, 335, 1304, 1132]. Substitution [1346]. Substitution-Dependent
[1346]. Subsystem [488]. Subsystems [33]. Sum [190, 791]. Summary
[1313]. superior [851, 920]. Supervised [1098]. Supply [975, 1321, 1281].
Support [895, 917, 448, 184, 524, 961, 949]. suppressed [1214]. Surface
Surrogate [1357, 1407, 1299]. Surrogate-Based [1357]. Surveillance
[849, 1229]. Survey [332, 159, 842, 726]. Survivability [1095]. survivable
switching [793, 1303]. symbol [1109]. Symbolic [520]. Symmetric
[557, 294]. Symmetry [175, 1161, 837]. symmetry-breaking [837].
Synchronization [679, 97]. Synchronous [464]. Synthetic [862]. System
[790, 1360, 746, 400, 359, 278, 1286, 232, 82, 993, 591, 590, 164, 101, 399, 5,
177, 186, 568, 927, 750, 1272, 1432, 905, 460, 1237, 1244]. Systematic
[1352]. Systems
[1030, 154, 338, 682, 262, 43, 85, 975, 1368, 429, 115, 1379, 221, 263, 688, 823,
1280, 735, 376, 617, 815, 1200, 1250, 726, 1289, 1228, 1189, 1163, 497, 1192].

Table [1186]. Tableau [558, 1111]. tableaux [977, 964]. Tables [755, 1235].
Taboo [204]. Tabu [201, 806, 206, 587, 360, 328, 92, 108, 19, 30, 274, 357,
296, 812, 31, 1422, 1008, 625, 459, 588, 715, 555]. Tabu-Search [357].
Taguchi [1017]. Tail [1344, 639, 1005]. Tailed [462, 988]. Talent [943].
Tandem [1090]. Tank [434]. Tar [149]. Tardiness
[1324, 1059, 318, 61, 1165, 782, 503, 391, 330, 840]. Target
[1330, 1371, 150, 1382, 23]. targeted [773]. Targets [1349]. Tariff [748].
Task [673, 156, 1081]. Tasks [254, 320, 355, 356]. Taxonomy [328].
Tchebycheff [649]. TDMA [455]. Team [812]. Team-Learning [812].
Teamwork [1291]. Technical [92, 1286, 498, 124, 81]. Technique
[293, 1412, 350, 68, 1305, 999]. Technique-Based [1412, 999]. Techniques
[10, 1335, 235, 204, 1420, 1060, 527, 710, 865]. Technologies [395, 571].
technology [1031]. Telecommunication [26, 364, 695, 420].
Telecommunications [1095, 417, 636]. Temperature [132]. template

Two-Dimensional [1397, 731, 1246, 1257, 1259, 560, 1257, 1259, 479, 1234, 560, 789, 997, 1281, 747, 435, 1018, 710, 1277, 1104, 712, 864].

Two-Level [308, 1156].

Two-Machine [316, 479].

Two-Matching [200].

two-moment [622].

two-node [966].

two-path [817].
two-period [1261].
two-resource [372].
two-staged [789].
two-step [902].
two-terminal [21].
type [462, 946, 929, 437, 945, 621].
typed [378].
types [89].
typing [1210].

unbounded [1114, 667].

Uncapacitated [308, 908, 25, 1311].

Uncertain [519, 1356, 1285, 1042, 1190].

Uncertainty [940, 474, 449, 1100, 951, 1205, 1247, 1236, 1148].

Uncertainties [1371].

Uncommon [1074].

Unconstrained [781].

Underestimators [1341].

underlying [795].

Unified [1412, 1361, 1305, 1303].

Units [350, 978].

university [1262, 778].

UNIX [392].

Unknown [124].

Unrelated [50, 1165, 166, 511].

unrestricted [1257].

Unspeciﬁed [1366].

Unwrapping [1397].

Upper [146, 1322, 1064, 997].

Usage [540, 542, 541].

Use [310, 165, 1090, 1145, 560, 326, 1127].

useful [335].

User [637].


usually [1026].

UTVPI [923].

vacation [1272].

Vaccine [1337, 1108].

Valid [1381, 1053, 366].

Validation [725, 944].

Valuable [347].

Valuation [35, 221].

Valuation-Based [221].

Value [1343, 1410, 15, 358, 1374, 888, 1122, 978, 1041].

value-at-risk [1122].

values [327, 440].

valve [915].

VaN [1252].

Variable [1063, 764, 350, 1379, 675, 996, 556, 377, 758].

Variables [271, 1344, 1210, 661, 1081].

Variance [1360, 381, 481, 737, 729, 423, 1010].

variance-based [1010].

Variants [175, 1175].

Variate [640].

Variates [100].

Variation [558].

Variational [633, 380].

Varying [1099, 1351, 1054, 1306].

Vector [362, 895, 917, 961, 1170].

Vectors [315, 495, 327, 889].


vehicle-routing [556, 699, 784, 555].

Vehicles [1024, 1235].

Version [486].

Versions [75].

versus [1092].

vertex [1167, 796].

Vertical [1079].

Very [745, 766, 293, 1167, 1248].


Victory [1404].

View [345].
REFERENCES

violated [699]. Violations [76, 1131]. Virtual
[1404]. vs [774, 513]. Vulnerability [1425].

W [690]. W-CDMA [690]. W3C [629]. Wait [1390]. Waiting
[341, 717, 579]. Waiting-time [717]. walks [885]. Warehouses [679].
[1439, 624, 393, 754, 720, 395, 719, 573, 540, 542, 543, 397, 541]. web-based
Wedelin [890]. Weight [416, 234, 1328]. Weighted
[53, 258, 788, 1165, 782, 503, 391, 874, 1108, 649, 423]. while [1018]. Wide
[393, 397, 1142]. width [698]. Will [168, 171]. Willingness [799]. windows
[1009, 556, 994, 747, 714, 1294, 619, 360, 237, 296, 297, 118]. winner [653].
Wireless [1154, 695, 1015, 1238]. without [1272, 1157]. Wolfe [1074]. Word
[471, 563, 612, 657, 705, 769, 827, 879, 934, 984, 196]. Words [598]. Work
[393, 637, 397]. Worst [34, 1188]. Worst-Case [34, 1188]. Would [193].

XML [629]. Xpress [850].

[201, 77, 1056]. zero-suppressed [1214]. Zig [1140]. Zig-Zag [1140]. Zigzag
[1082]. zones [1273]. zoom [5].
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